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Israel--a Spiritual Travel Guide A Companion for the Modern Jewish Pilgrim Jewish Lights Publishing The only travel
guide to Israel that will help you to prepare spiritually for your visit. Combining ancient blessings, medieval prayers,
biblical references, and modern poetry?in quick reference format?it helps today's pilgrim tap into deep spiritual
meaning of the ancient?and modern?sites of the Holy Land. For each of the twenty-ﬁve major tourist destinations?from
the Western Wall to Masada to a kibbutz in Galilee?it gives guidance in sharply focused four-step sections: ?
Anticipation: To read in advance. Information to help orient you in the site's historical context. ? Approach: To read on
the way there. Readings from traditional and modern sources to orient you in the site's spiritual context. ?
Acknowledgment: To read at the site. A prayer or blessing to integrate the experience into your spiritual
consciousness. ? Afterthought: Journaling space for writing your own thoughts and impressions. Israel and Petra - Top
10 DK Eyewitness Travel Guide DK Eyewitness Travel An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to Israel and Petra, packed
with insider tips and ideas, color maps, top 10 lists, and a laminated pull-out map--all designed to help you see the
very best of Israel and Petra. Visit the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, explore Temple Mount, step back in time at the
Israel Museum, or ﬂoat eﬀortlessly in the salty waters of the Dead Sea. From Top 10 beaches to the Top 10 museums-discover the best of Israel and Petra with this easy-to-use travel guide. Inside Top 10 Israel and Petra - Eight easy-tofollow itineraries, perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week - Top 10 lists showcase the best attractions in Israel and
Petra, covering the Tel Aviv-Jaﬀa beachfront, Haifa, Petra, the Western Wall, Bethlehem, and more - Free laminated
pull-out map of Israel and Petra, plus six full-color area maps - In-depth area guides explore Israel's most interesting
neighborhoods, with the best places for shopping, going out, and sightseeing - Color-coded chapters divided by area
make it easy to ﬁnd information quickly and plan your day - Essential travel tips including our expert choices of where
to stay, eat, shop, and sightsee, plus useful transportation, visa, and health information - Color maps help you
navigate with ease - Covers Jerusalem; Around Jerusalem; Tel Aviv-Jaﬀa; Galilee and the North; Dead Sea and the
Negev; and Petra Staying longer and looking for a more comprehensive guide? Try our DK Eyewitness Travel Guide
Jerusalem, Israel, and Petra. About DK Eyewitness Travel: DK's Top 10 guides take the work out of planning a short
trip, with easy-to-read maps, tips, and tours to inform and enrich your weekend trip or cultural vacation. DK is the
world's leading illustrated reference publisher, producing beautifully designed books for adults and children in over
120 countries. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Jerusalem, Israel, Petra & Sinai DK Eyewitness Travel DK Eyewitness Travel
Guide: Jerusalem, Israel, Petra & Sinai will lead you straight to the best attractions the region has to oﬀer. Experience
this beautiful and sacred part of the world, from the green hills and sun-drenched coast of Galilee to the holy sites of
Jerusalem's Old City, and from the dramatic desert of Wadi Rum to the vibrant reefs of Dahab. Discover DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide: Jerusalem, Israel, Petra & Sinai. * Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination highlights at a glance.
* Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. * Floor plans and guided visitor information for major
museums. * Guided walking tours, local drink and dining specialties to try, things to do, and places to eat, drink, and
shop by area. * Area maps marked with sights. * Detailed city maps each include a street ﬁnder index for easy
navigation. * Insights into history and culture to help you understand the stories behind the sights. * Hotel and
restaurant listings highlight DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn
illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Jerusalem, Israel, Petra & Sinai
truly shows you what others only tell you. Recommended: For a pocket guidebook to the region, check out DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide Top 10: Israel, Sinai & Petra, which is packed with dozens of top 10 lists, ensuring you make
the most of your time and experience the best of everything. Series Overview: For more than two decades, DK
Eyewitness Travel Guides have helped travelers experience the world through the history, art, architecture, and
culture of their destinations. Expert travel writers and researchers provide independent editorial advice,
recommendations, and reviews. With guidebooks to hundreds of places around the globe available in print and digital
formats, DK Eyewitness Travel Guides show travelers how they can discover more. DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: the
most maps, photographs, and illustrations of any guide. Israel Biblical Sites Travel Guide Selah Book Press The Holy
Land is much more than places and historical artifacts; it’s an experience . . . an experience that is spiritual in nature
for those with eyes to see. This book is designed to give you eyes to see what most people don't. It uncovers the riches
and treasures of the Holy Land, so you can experience and be transformed by it. At each biblical site, this book will
provide you with information about the location, historical background, places of interest, Bible verses, Bible teaching,
a faith lesson, and a place for journaling and note-taking. This book will bring the Holy Land to life as you understand
more fully the biblical context in which it took place. It also provides helpful travel orientation info at the end. Fodor's
Essential Israel Fodor's Travel For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with
the purchase of this guidebook! Go to fodors.com for details. Whether you want to visit Jerusalem’s Old City, ﬂoat in
the Dead Sea, or party in Tel Aviv, the local Fodor’s travel experts in Israel are here to help! Fodor’s Essential Israel is
part of the award-winning Fodor’s Essential series recognized by Booklist as the “Best Travel Guide in 2019.”
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guidebook is packed with maps, carefully curated recommendations, and everything else you need to simplify your
trip-planning process and make the most of your time. This new edition has been fully-redesigned with an easy-to-read
layout, fresh information, and beautiful color photos. Fodor’s Essential Israel includes: AN ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE
EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the top things to see and do MULTIPLE ITINERARIES to eﬀectively organize your days and
maximize your time MORE THAN 40 DETAILED MAPS to help you navigate conﬁdently COLOR PHOTOS throughout to
spark your wanderlust! UP-TO-DATE and HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS for the best sights, restaurants, hotels,
nightlife, shopping, performing arts, activities, side-trips, and more PHOTO-FILLED “BEST OF” FEATURES on “Most
Sacred Sites,” “Best Museums,” and “Israel’s Natural Wonders” TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS including
when to go, getting around, beating the crowds, and saving time and money SPECIAL FEATURES on “Israel Through the
Ages,” “Jerusalem: Keeping the Faith,” “The Dead Sea, A Natural Wonder,” “Masada: Desert Fortress,” “The Wines of
Israel,” and “Jesus in the Galilee” HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich context on the local people,
politics, art, architecture, cuisine, geography and more LOCAL WRITERS to help you ﬁnd the under-the-radar gems
HEBREW AND PALESTINIAN ARABIC LANGUAGE PRIMERS with useful words and essential phrases COVERS: Jerusalem,
Jaﬀa, Bethlehem, Tel Aviv, the Dead Sea, Masada, Haifa, Nazareth, Tiberias, the Sea of Galilee, the Golan Heights,
Eilat, the Negev, Beersheva, Petra, and more Planning on visiting Turkey? Check out Fodor’s Essential Turkey. ABOUT
FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been oﬀering
expert advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. For more travel inspiration, you can sign up for our travel
newsletter at fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or follow us @FodorsTravel on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We
invite you to join our friendly community of travel experts at fodors.com/community to ask any other questions and
share your experience with us! *Important note for digital editions: The digital edition of this guide does not contain all
the images or text included in the physical edition. Discover the Holy Land A Travel Guide to Israel and Jordan Wipf and
Stock Publishers This travel guide focuses on places that Holy Land tour groups typically visit and gives major
attention to connections between the Bible and the land. The Holy Land is understood to overlap both present-day
Israel and Jordan, so places like Gilead, Mount Nebo, Bethany-beyond-the-Jordan, and Petra are included. And while the
biblical periods and biblical connections remain in the forefront, these are explored in the context of the Holy Land's
long and fascinating history. Ancient "tells" dating back to the Bronze Age, colonnaded streets and temples from
Hellenistic and Roman times, early Christian pilgrimage destinations, Crusader castles, Mamluk and Ottoman
fortiﬁcations--all illustrated with chronological charts, maps, site plans, and photographs. DK Eyewitness Jerusalem,
Israel and the Palestinian Territories DK Eyewitness Travel Discover serene sacred sights and bustling Bauhaus
boulevards. Whether you want to ﬂoat in the Dead Sea, visit the ruby-colored city of Petra or tuck into Tel-Aviv's
sumptuous food scene, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Jerusalem, Israel and the
Palestinian territories have to oﬀer. Infused with a fascinating mix of cultural inﬂuences and gilded with sacred sites
and ancient ruins, this landscape of dramatic desert outcrops and Mediterranean beaches has been enchanting visitors
since the dawn of civilization. Our newly updated guide brings Jerusalem, Israel and the Palestinian territories to life,
transporting you there like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed information on all
the must-see sights, inspiring photography, and our trademark illustrations. You'll discover: - our pick of Jerusalem,
Israel and the Palestinian territories' must-sees, top experiences and hidden gems - the best spots to eat, drink, shop
and stay - detailed maps and walks which make navigating the region easy - easy-to-follow itineraries - expert advice:
get ready, get around and stay safe - color-coded chapters to every part of Jerusalem, Israel and the Palestinian
territories, from the Mediterranean Coast to the Dead Sea, Galilee to Western Jordan - our new lightweight format, so
you can take it with you wherever you go Want the best of Israel in your pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10 Israel
and Petra. Israel Biblical Sites Travel Guide A travelers guide to all the Christian holy sites in Israel. Each biblical site in
the book provides information on the location, historical background, places of interest, Bible verses, Bible teaching,
faith lesson, and a place for journaling and note taking. Israel and the Palestinian Territories The Rough Guide Rough
Guides Describes points of interest oﬀ-the-beaten-path in the region and recommends hotels and restaurants Thrifty
Traveler's Guide to Israel Budget Friendly Journey to the Holy Land, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Nazareth, Sea of Galilee What
to See, What to Do, Where to Stay, What to Eat with Sample Itineraries Israel is an amazing place to visit. Whether you
want to take a dip in the Dead Sea or make a pilgrimage to religious sites in the Holy Land of the Jerusalem Old City, or
party in a nightclub in Tel Aviv, Israel hosts it all. In this Thrifty Traveler's Guide to Israel, I will show you about what to
see, where to go, what to do, where to stay, and what to eat while you're on your journey. Israel is rich in history,
culture, and has no shortage of amazing things to experience, such as the Sea of Galilee and The Western Wall. I ﬁrst
visited Israel when I was 18 years old. It was not exactly a religious pilgrimage for me, but it ended up being a lifechanging visit. I try to go back to Israel as often as I can as life events and money permit. I wrote this book so that I
could share with you how to save a buck while making the most of your trip. I will teach you what you should not miss,
even if you don't have a ton of money to spend. You will need to learn about societal norms, celebrations, and the
people of Israel. You will learn all about the food, nightlife, and what you should pack for your trip. You will also learn
anything and everything you need to know about visiting Israel, such as: A look at Israel at a glance Geography and
language A brief history Examining Israeli Culture Family dynamic and meals Etiquette and ethnic relations Cities and
urban space What to eat Commerce and trade Politics Gender roles and social statuses Healthcare and the arts
Societal norms for the ﬁrst time visitor Kosher food and water safety Woman travelers and attire On LGBT travelers On
PWD travelers On safety and security All about logistics and how to get around Money, passports, and visas Medical
concerns Getting around Plugs, Wi-Fi, time zones, and business hours Souvenirs and duty-free goods Climate and when
to visit Packing tips Top Attractions in Israel: The Dead Sea, Bahai Gardens, Tsfat, Caesarea, Nazareth, Sea of Galilee,
and Golan Heights In-Depth: Jerusalem - The Western Wall, The Church of the Holy Sepulcher, Dome of the Rock, Tower
of David Museum, Israel Museum, Mount of Olives Observation Point In-Depth: Tel Aviv - The Beaches in Tel Aviv, The
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Colorful Markets, The Cultural Sites Sample Itineraries and Speciﬁc Tours for Traveling with Kids, Arts and Culture,
Nightlife and Bar Hopping, and Shopping Travel agency recommendations and group tour suggestions Where to stay in
Israel from super inexpensive accommodations to more lavish hotels and resorts Common words and phrases in
Hebrew All this, and so much more! You will want to add this book to your collection before you undertake this
amazing journey to Israel. Be sure to click "Buy Now." Happy & Safe Travels The Holy Land for Christian Travelers An
Illustrated Guide to Israel Baker Books A trip to the Holy Land is on the bucket list of many Christians. But planning a
meaningful trip in a place so ﬁlled with signiﬁcant sites is an imposing task. Most travel guides are not prepared to link
the Bible and land in an accurate and meaningful way because they are written for people of all faiths. So how can a
Christian traveler prepare a trip that will illuminate God's Word and reveal the Lord's presence? In The Holy Land for
Christian Travelers, John A. Beck provides a guide to the Holy Land for Christians with explanations of the biblical
signiﬁcance of important sites. The entries provide key Scripture references for reﬂection and a guide to the land that
will encourage communion with God and a genuine spiritual experience for travelers as they walk in the footsteps of
Jesus. A trip to the Holy Land can be a worship-ﬁlled, once-in-a-lifetime spiritual journey. This book puts a biblical
scholar and experienced Holy Land guide at the reader's side. Berlitz Pocket Guide Israel (Travel Guide eBook) Apa
Publications (UK) Limited Berlitz Pocket Guides: iconic style, a bestselling brand, this is the quintessential pocket-sized
travel guide to Israel Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a
convenient, quick-reference companion to discovering what to do and see in Israel, from top attractions like
Jerusalem's old city, to hidden gems, like Haifa and Jaﬀa. This will save you time, and enhance your exploration of this
fascinating country Compact, concise, and packed with essential information, this is an iconic on-the-move companion
when you're exploring Israel Covers Top Ten Attractions, including the Dead Sea and Tel Aviv and Perfect Day itinerary
suggestions Includes an insightful overview of landscape, history and culture Handy colour maps on the inside cover
ﬂaps will help you ﬁnd your way around Essential practical information on everything from Eating Out to Getting
Around Inspirational colour photography throughout Sharp design and colour-coded sections make for an engaging
reading experience About Berlitz: Berlitz draws on years of travel and language expertise to bring you a wide range of
travel and language products, including travel guides, maps, phrase books, language-learning courses, dictionaries
and kids' language products. DK Eyewitness Top 10 Israel and Petra Dorling Kindersley Ltd Dotted with ancient ruins
and iconic holy sites, Israel is also known for its spectacular beaches and mouth-watering cuisine. Your DK Eyewitness
Top 10 travel guide ensures you'll ﬁnd your way around Israel and Petra with absolute ease. Our regularly updated Top
10 travel guide breaks down the best of Israel and Petra into helpful lists of ten - from our own selected highlights to
the best churches and monasteries, beaches, museums, performing art venues and, of course, best places to eat. You'll
discover: -Eight easy-to-follow itineraries, perfect for a day-trip, a weekend, or a week -Detailed Top 10 lists of Israel
and Petra's must-sees, including comprehensive descriptions of Bethlehem, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the Sea
of Galilee, the Israel Museum, the Temple Mount, Haifa, the Western Wall, Masada, Tel Aviv-Jaﬀa Beachfront and The
Siq, Petra -Israel and Petra's most interesting areas, with the best places for shopping, going out, and sightseeing Inspiration for diﬀerent things to enjoy during your trip - including family activities, festivals, performing arts, and
things to do for free -A laminated pull-out map of Israel and Petra and its environs, plus six full-colour neighbourhood
maps -Streetsmart advice: get ready, get around, and stay safe -A lightweight format perfect for your pocket or bag
when you're on the move DK Eyewitness Top 10s are the UK's favourite pocket guides and have been helping travellers
to make the most of their breaks since 2002. Looking for more on Israel and Petra's culture, history and attractions?
Try our DK Eyewitness Jerusalem, Israel, Sinai and Petra. The Holy Land for Christian Travelers An Illustrated Guide to
Israel Baker Books A trip to the Holy Land is on the bucket list of many Christians. But planning a meaningful trip in a
place so ﬁlled with signiﬁcant sites is an imposing task. Most travel guides are not prepared to link the Bible and land
in an accurate and meaningful way because they are written for people of all faiths. So how can a Christian traveler
prepare a trip that will illuminate God's Word and reveal the Lord's presence? In The Holy Land for Christian Travelers,
John A. Beck provides a guide to the Holy Land for Christians with explanations of the biblical signiﬁcance of important
sites. The entries provide key Scripture references for reﬂection and a guide to the land that will encourage
communion with God and a genuine spiritual experience for travelers as they walk in the footsteps of Jesus. A trip to
the Holy Land can be a worship-ﬁlled, once-in-a-lifetime spiritual journey. This book puts a biblical scholar and
experienced Holy Land guide at the reader's side. ISRAEL Travel Guide 100 Must Do! Independently Published Top 100
Israel Travel Tips This book was written by a group of authors with the help of local tourist guides. Israel is a country
with excellent things to see and do! You can visit Israel many times and still ﬁnd something new to see and interesting
to do. Israel travel book will help you in planning a personal trip to Israel. We are going to look at 100 of the best
things to do in Israel. Let's get started! The Israel Guide contains the most popular Advice and Secrets from the Local
Experts: Historical and Cultural SIGHTs OUTDOOR Adventures and Nature Holidays with KIDs TOP-5 Beaches EXTREME
Activities The Most Delicious Things to EAT & DRINK Things to BUY for Souvenirs 3 Reasons to Buy This Book Simple
Guide to Independent Travel Best Sights information (Location, Time-open, Tickets price) Advice from the Locals
Experts Read for FREE on Kindle Unlimited!Download and start ISRAEL Travel Today! Finding Jesus in Israel Through
the Holy Land on the Road Less Traveled Hachette UK Finding Jesus in Israel a book for travel veterans, people with
wanderlust, or readers who just love a good story. We are all shaped and transformed by the oceans we sail, the
deserts, mountains, and valleys we wander, and the people we meet along the way. And as any traveler worth his salt
knows, the real trip happens within. Sunday school stories are no longer just stories -- Israel is a tangible place
populated with living souls. Author and travel veteran, Buck Storm takes an unvarnished look at the Holy Land with an
oﬀ-the-bus peek into the people and places that make Israel such an amazing destination. Part travel journal but
mostly spiritual guide, Finding Jesus in Israel takes you across the world, to lands where Abraham settled, through the
very streets Jesus walked, and to the shore of waters that Paul sailed. Are you ready? The New Christian Traveler's
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Guide to the Holy Land Moody Publishers Knowing the Land helps us understand the Book in new and vivid ways.
Charles Dyer, a Bible scholar and licensed tour guide for Israel, and Greg Hatteberg, graduate of the Institute of Holy
Land Studies in Jerusalem, created this reference guide for pilgrims who want to deepen the spiritual impact of their
trip to Israel, as well as other travelers who just want to know more: Where did Jesus walk? Where is King David
buried? Where is Mt. Sinai? You¿ll ﬁnd detailed information about ﬁve key Bible lands: Israel, Egypt, Greece, Jordan,
and Turkey. This guide includes a full color 32-page photo insert, practical tips for travelers, a 4-week prayer guide for
preparing for your trip, and detailed maps and an outline of Bible history. With The New Christian Traveler¿s Guide to
the Holy Land, you¿ll see the Bible through a new set of geographical lenses. Insight Guides Pocket Israel (Travel Guide
eBook) Apa Publications (UK) Limited Perfect day itineraries and top travel tips in a pocket-sized package. Plan your
trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a convenient, quick-reference
companion to discovering fun and interesting things to do and see in Israel, from top tourist attractions like Jerusalem
and Tel Aviv to more oﬀ-the-beaten track destinations, including Eilat and the Golan Heights. Compact, concise and
packed with essential information about Where to Go and What to Do, this is an ideal on-the-move pocket travel guide
when you're exploring Israel. - Cultural: delve into the country's rich heritage and get to know its modern-day life and
people - Inspirational: discover where to go and what to do, highlighted with stunning photography - Practical: get
around with ease with a free pull-out map featuring key attractions - Informative: plan your visit with an A to Z of
advice on everything from transport to tipping - Inventivedesign makes for an engaging, easy-reading experience Covers Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, the Dead Sea, the Sea of Galilee, Eilat, Haifa and more. About Insight Guides: Insight
Guides is a pioneer of full-colour guide books, with almost 50 years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel
guides with user-friendly, modern design. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps, as well as
phrase books, picture-packed eBooks and apps to meet diﬀerent travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination
of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture create a unique visual reference and planning tool to
inspire your next adventure. Vagabondess A Guide to Solo Female Travel Toby Israel, LLC Vagabondess: A Guide to
Solo Female Travel is a book for women-and all people!-who want to travel solo, face their fears, and live the
adventure of their dreams. This book is for the travelers, the feminists, the adventurers, the seekers and the curious.
The author shares insights from over 10 years of solo travel through Asia, Africa, Europe, and Central
America.Vagabondess is much more than a guide. It is a collection of travelogue, philosophy, stories, and, yes, travel
advice. It is about embracing the vagabondess-her spirit of adventure, her curiosity, her dedication to growth and
discovery-who lives inside each of us, showing up in our lives in a myriad of ways.If you were waiting for someone to
tell you that your dreams are just crazy enough, and then give you some practical suggestions for how to get there,
then this is the book for you."Why Vagabondess? A vagabondess has earth and salt to balance her air. Her lifestyle is
not a romantic, Instagram-ﬁlter utopia, but rather gritty and smeared with sweat. A vagabondess is not a symbol of an
ideal of a life. She is alive.A vagabondess weaves magic into the everyday and touches the profound with her toes as
she wanders-aimlessly, purposefully-through her inner landscape and the outer wilderness of the modern world. She
unites nostalgia for a freer past and hope for a liberated future by living squarely in the present tense. For solo female
travelers, the vagabondess is an attainable objective, not a holy grail. She is within easy reach, if only we look in the
right place: inside." Moon Israel & the West Bank With Petra Moon Travel Ancient stories meet modern cities in this
deeply signiﬁcant region where the past is always present. Take the trip of a lifetime with Moon Israel & the West
Bank. Inside you'll ﬁnd: Flexible itineraries including a week in Jerusalem, 3 days in Tel Aviv, and a month exploring the
region plus excursions to the West Bank, the Dead Sea, and Petra Strategic advice for foodies, pilgrims, beachgoers,
archaeology buﬀs, and more The top sights and unique experiences: Visit the Church of the Holy Sepulchre or pay
respects at the Western Wall, and stop at holy sites throughout Northern Israel and the West Bank. Feast on falafel,
hummus, and shaksuka and haggle for antiques at a market in Jerusalem. Bike through Tel Aviv's charming Neve
Tzedek neighborhood or relax at one of its beaches. Float in the Dead Sea, watch the sun set over the massive Negev
craters, or stay overnight in a Bedouin tent encampment Local insight: Jerusalem journalist Genevieve Belmaker shares
the history and culture of her beloved home Full-color, vibrant photos throughout Detailed maps for exploring on your
own, and useful tips on border crossings and checkpoints Thorough background information on the landscape, history,
government, and culture Handy tools including Hebrew and Arabic phrasebooks, health and safety tips, customs and
conduct, and information for LGBTQ, female, and senior travelers, families with children, and travelers with disabilities
Focused coverage of Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haifa, the North Coast, the Galilee and the Golan Heights, the West Bank,
Eilat and the Negev, and Petra, Jordan Experience the best of Israel and the West Bank with Moon's practical advice
and insider tips. Insight Guides Israel (Travel Guide eBook) Apa Publications (UK) Limited Insight Guides: all you need
to inspire every step of your journey. An in-depth book, now with free app and eBook. Israel is intense. This new
edition covers Israel's top attractions, from the holy sites of Jerusalem's Old City, Bethlehem and Nazareth to the
pleasures of the coast and a Dead Sea mud bath. Over 358 pages of insider knowledge from local experts In-depth on
history and culture, from chapters on the people and religions of Israel, the history of the kibbutz ot its rich and varied
cuisine Enjoy special features on the country's bustling markets, Old Jerusalem's city gates, Mini Israel and Israel's four
seas Includes innovative extras that are unique in the market - all Insight Guides to countries and regions come with a
free eBook and app that's regularly updated with new hotel, bar, restaurant, shop and local event listings Invaluable
maps, travel tips and practical information ensure eﬀortless planning Inspirational colour photography throughout
Inventive design makes for an engaging reading experience About Insight Guides: Insight Guides has over 40 years'
experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel guides. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and
maps as well as picture-packed eBooks and apps to meet diﬀerent travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique
combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create a unique visual reference
and planning tool to inspire your next adventure. Fodor's Essential Israel Full-Color Travel Guide Whether you want to
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visit Jerusalem's Old City, ﬂoat in the Dead Sea, or party in Tel Aviv, the local Fodor's travel experts in Israel are here
to help! Fodor's Essential Israel is part of the award-winning Fodor's Essential series recognized by Booklist as the
"Best Travel Guide in 2019." guidebook is packed with maps, carefully curated recommendations, and everything else
you need to simplify your trip-planning process and make the most of your time. This new edition has been fullyredesigned with an easy-to-read layout, fresh information, and beautiful color photos. Fodor's Essential Israel includes:
AN ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the top things to see and do MULTIPLE ITINERARIES to eﬀectively
organize your days and maximize your time MORE THAN 40 DETAILED MAPS to help you navigate conﬁdently COLOR
PHOTOS throughout to spark your wanderlust! UP-TO-DATE and HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS for the best sights,
restaurants, hotels, nightlife, shopping, performing arts, activities, side-trips, and more PHOTO-FILLED "BEST OF"
FEATURES on "Most Sacred Sites," "Best Museums," and "Israel's Natural Wonders" TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS AND
PRACTICAL TIPS including when to go, getting around, beating the crowds, and saving time and money SPECIAL
FEATURES on "Israel Through the Ages," "Jerusalem: Keeping the Faith," "The Dead Sea, A Natural Wonder," "Masada:
Desert Fortress," "The Wines of Israel," and "Jesus in the Galilee" HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich
context on the local people, politics, art, architecture, cuisine, geography and more LOCAL WRITERS to help you ﬁnd
the under-the-radar gems HEBREW AND PALESTINIAN ARABIC LANGUAGE PRIMERS with useful words and essential
phrases COVERS: Jerusalem, Jaﬀa, Bethlehem, Tel Aviv, the Dead Sea, Masada, Haifa, Nazareth, Tiberias, the Sea of
Galilee, the Golan Heights, Eilat, the Negev, Beersheva, Petra, and more Planning on visiting Turkey? Check out
Fodor's Essential Turkey. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local
experts. Fodor's has been oﬀering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. For more travel
inspiration, you can sign up for our travel newsletter at fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or follow us @FodorsTravel on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We invite you to join our friendly community of travel experts at
fodors.com/community to ask any other questions and share your experience with us! *Important note for digital
editions: The digital edition of this guide does not contain all the images or text included in the physical edition. The
Rock, the Road, and the Rabbi My Journey into the Heart of Scriptural Faith and the Land Where It All Began Thomas
Nelson An instant New York Times bestseller! Journey with Kathie Lee Giﬀord and Messianic Rabbi Jason Sobel into
Israel and explore the deep roots of the Christian faith. As a lifelong student of Scripture, Kathie Lee Giﬀord has
always desired a deeper understanding of God’s Word and a deeper knowledge of God Himself. But it wasn’t until she
began studying the biblical texts in their original Hebrew and Greek—along with actually hiking the ancient paths of
Israel—that she found the fulﬁllment of those desires. Now you can walk with Kathie on a journey through the spiritual
foundations of her faith: The Rock (Jesus Christ): Hear directly from Kathie about her life-changing and ever-deepening
connection with Jesus, the Lover of her soul. The Road (Israel): Explore dozens of ancient landmarks and historical sites
from Israel, the promised land of God’s covenant. The Rabbi (God’s Word): Go beyond a Sunday-school approach to the
Bible by digging into the original languages and deeper meanings of the Holy Scriptures. As you journey through The
Rock, the Road, and the Rabbi, you’ll also ﬁnd additional content from Messianic Rabbi Jason Sobel throughout the
book. Jason’s insight into the Hebrew language, culture, and heritage will open your eyes to the Bible like never
before. Begin your journey toward a deeper faith through The Rock, the Road, and the Rabbi. Strategic Prayers To
Protect Israel 2021 -2030 This is a book of prayers designed to protect and celebrate the Jewish people and the State
of Israel. This resource includes prayers to release blessings over diﬀerent sectors of Israeli society. It includes the
quest of seeing a culture of love replace a culture of hate. These prayers can help protect friendships that are forming
between Israel and the nations in the Middle East. An investor's guide to Israel and a short travel guide to Israel are
also included. Israel A Concise History of a Nation Reborn HarperCollins Winner of the Jewish Book of the Year Award
The ﬁrst comprehensive yet accessible history of the state of Israel from its inception to present day, from Daniel
Gordis, "one of the most respected Israel analysts" (The Forward) living and writing in Jerusalem. Israel is a tiny state,
and yet it has captured the world’s attention, aroused its imagination, and lately, been the object of its opprobrium.
Why does such a small country speak to so many global concerns? More pressingly: Why does Israel make the
decisions it does? And what lies in its future? We cannot answer these questions until we understand Israel’s people
and the questions and conﬂicts, the hopes and desires, that have animated their conversations and actions. Though
Israel’s history is rife with conﬂict, these conﬂicts do not fully communicate the spirit of Israel and its people: they give
short shrift to the dream that gave birth to the state, and to the vision for the Jewish people that was at its core.
Guiding us through the milestones of Israeli history, Gordis relays the drama of the Jewish people’s story and the
creation of the state. Clear-eyed and erudite, he illustrates how Israel became a cultural, economic and military
powerhouse—but also explains where Israel made grave mistakes and traces the long history of Israel’s deepening
isolation. With Israel, public intellectual Daniel Gordis oﬀers us a brief but thorough account of the cultural, economic,
and political history of this complex nation, from its beginnings to the present. Accessible, levelheaded, and rigorous,
Israel sheds light on the Israel’s past so we can understand its future. The result is a vivid portrait of a people, and a
nation, reborn. Madagascar The Bradt Travel Guide Bradt Travel Guides Tourism in Madagascar has leapt forward as a
result of the cartoon ﬁlm and media coverage of its culture and wildlife. The tourism infrastructure has been improved,
with better roads and new luxury hotels, without compromising the focus on ecotourism. The world’s fourth largest
island now appeals to a broad spectrum of visitors, from those seeking hard adventure to others content to enjoy the
beautiful beaches and accessible national parks. Israel A Simple Guide to the Most Misunderstood Country on Earth
Simon and Schuster A “fascinating and very moving” (Aaron Sorkin, award-winning screenwriter of The West Wing and
The Social Network) chronological timeline spanning from Biblical times to today that explores one of the most
interesting countries in the world—Israel. Israel. The small strip of arid land is 5,700 miles away but remains a hotbutton issue and a thorny topic of debate. But while everyone seems to have a strong opinion about Israel, how many
people actually know the facts? Here to ﬁll in the information gap is Israeli American Noa Tishby. But “this is not your
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Bubbie’s history book” (Bill Maher, host of Real Time with Bill Maher). Instead, oﬀering a fresh, 360-degree view,
Tishby brings her “passion, humor, and deep intimacy” (Yossi Klein Halevi, New York Times bestselling author of
Letters to My Palestinian Neighbor) to the subject, creating an accessible and dynamic portrait of a tiny country of
outsized relevance. Through bite-sized chunks of history and deeply personal stories, Tishby chronicles her homeland’s
evolution, beginning in Biblical times and moving forward to cover everything from WWI to Israel’s creation to the
disputes dividing the country today. Tackling popular misconceptions with an abundance of facts, Tishby provides
critical context around headline-generating controversies and oﬀers a clear, intimate account of the richly cultured
country of Israel. Amigos Del Otro Lado Children's Book Press Did you come from Mexico? An Mexican-American
defends Joaquin, a boyy frp, Mexico who came across the border. The Border Patrol is looking for him and his mother
who are hiding. His newly found friend Prietita took him to the Herb Lady to help him with red welts. Let's Go Israel
The Student Travel Guide Let's Go Any book can direct you to Jerusalem’s Western Wall or Bethlehem’s churches, but
only the intrepid student researchers of Let’s Go Israel can lead you headlong into this ancient destination’s
blossoming new identity as a study-abroad haven. Relax on a beach in Haifa, visit ancient Petra, snorkel in the waters
of Eilat, and unwind in sassy Tel Aviv—our student writers have the inside scoop on the best grub and the cheapest
rooms for wherever you want to crash. Pick up a copy of Let’s Go Israel and get ready for adventure in the land of milk
and honey. Let’s Go publishes the world’s favorite student travel guides, written entirely by Harvard undergraduates.
Armed with pens, notebooks, and a few changes of underwear stuﬀed in their backpacks, our student researchers go
across continents, through time zones, and above expectations to seek out invaluable travel experiences for our
readers. Let’s Go has been on the road for 50 years and counting: We’re on a mission to provide our readers with
sharp, fresh coverage packed with socially responsible opportunities to go beyond tourism. The Lemon Tree Random
House Based on a 43-minute radio documentary that Tolan produced for "Fresh Air," this volume pursues the story into
the homes and histories of the two families at its center through the present day. Their stories form a personal
microcosm of the last 70 years of Israeli-Palestinian history. Can We Talk About Israel? A Guide for the Curious,
Confused, and Conﬂicted Bloomsbury Publishing USA From the expert who understands both sides of one of the world's
most complex, controversial topics, a modern-day Guide for the Perplexed-a primer on Israel and the Israeli-Palestinian
conﬂict. "Can't you just explain the Israel situation to me? In, like, 10 minutes or less?" This is the question Daniel
Sokatch is used to answering on an almost daily basis as the head of the New Israel Fund, an organization dedicated to
equality and democracy for all Israelis, not just Jews, Sokatch is supremely well-versed on the Israeli conﬂict. Can We
Talk About Israel? is the story of that conﬂict, and of why so many people feel so strongly about it without actually
understanding it very well at all. It is an attempt to grapple with a century-long struggle between two peoples that
both perceive themselves as (and indeed are) victims. And it's an attempt to explain why Israel (and the IsraeliPalestinian conﬂict) inspires such extreme feelings-why it seems like Israel is the answer to “what is wrong with the
world” for half the people in it, and “what is right with the world” for the other half. As Sokatch asks, is there any
other topic about which so many intelligent, educated and sophisticated people express such strongly and
passionately held convictions, and about which they actually know so little? Complete with engaging illustrations by
Christopher Noxon, Can We Talk About Israel? is an easy-to-read yet penetrating and original look at the history and
basic contours of one of the most complicated conﬂicts in the world. DK Eyewitness Vienna Penguin A cornucopia of
culture, Vienna puts art, music and theatre at centre stage. Whether you want to explore the stunning gardens of
Schönbrunn Palace, gaze at Gustav Klimt's masterpieces at the Belvedere or cycle along the Danube embankment,
your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Vienna has to oﬀer. Steeped in imperial splendour,
Vienna delights at every turn. From Roman ruins at the foot of the Hofburg to the tallest tower of Gothic Stephansdom,
the city's landmarks are a testament to its rich history. And no list of Vienna's treasures would be complete without its
engaging museums and world-famous classical music. Our newly updated guide brings Vienna to life, transporting you
there like no other travel guide does with expert-led insights and advice, detailed breakdowns of all the must-see
sights, photographs on practically every page, and our hand-drawn illustrations which place you inside the city's iconic
buildings and neighbourhoods. We've also worked hard to make sure our information is as up-to-date as possible
following the COVID-19 outbreak. DK Eyewitness Vienna is your ticket to the trip of a lifetime. Inside DK Eyewitness
Vienna you will ﬁnd: - A fully-illustrated top experiences guide: our expert pick of Vienna's must-sees and hidden gems
- Accessible itineraries to make the most out of each and every day - Expert advice: honest recommendations for
getting around safely, when to visit each sight, what to do before you visit, and how to save time and money - Colourcoded chapters to every part of Vienna, from Stephansdom Quarter to Schottenring, Hofburg Quarter to -Belvedere
Quarter - Practical tips: the best places to eat, drink, shop and stay - Detailed maps and walks to help you navigate the
state easily and conﬁdently - Covers: Stephansdom Quarter, Hofburg Quarter, Schottenring and Alsergrund, Museum
and Town Hall Quarter, Opera and Naschmarkt, Belvedere Quarter Touring the country? Try our DK Eyewitness Austria.
Want the best of Vienna in your pocket? Try our DK Eyewitness Top 10 Vienna. About DK Eyewitness: At DK
Eyewitness, we believe in the power of discovery. We make it easy for you to explore your dream destinations. DK
Eyewitness travel guides have been helping travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993. DK Eyewitness
travel guides have been helping travelers to make the most of their breaks since 1993.Filled with expert advice,
striking photography and detailed illustrations, our highly visual DK Eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next
adventure. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations, from pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country
guides. Named Top Guidebook Series at the 2020 Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards, we know that wherever you go
next, your DK Eyewitness travel guides are the perfect companion. Israel for Travelers. the Total Guide: The
Comprehensive Traveling Guide for All Your Traveling Needs. Independently Published The Best and Most Unique Israel
Travel Guide When you decide to choose Israel for your next holiday, you know that you are in for the best experience
of your life. There are so many things to see and discover in Israel, with the mix of new and old being almost
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intoxicating. History tells us that this is a relatively new country, despite being located on what can only be described
as an ancient land. Israel is the country where three religions meet Itinéraire de Paris À Jérusalem (English Edition)
Itinerary from Paris to Jerusalem Itinéraire de Paris à Jérusalem - François-René de Chateaubriand. A translation into
English by A. S. Kline. Published with selected illustrations. Chateaubriand set out on his travels to the Middle East in
the summer of 1806, returning via Spain in 1807. His trip was ostensibly to provide background material for his work
Les Martyrs, a Christian epic in prose, but may also have helped to resolve certain problems in his private life. He
travelled to Greece and Constantinople on his way to Jerusalem, returning through Egypt, Tunisia and Spain. His record
of the journey often contrasts the meagre contemporary state of civilisation in Greece, Turkey and the Holy Land with
the richness of classical antiquity and the Christian past. While not purporting to oﬀer fresh archaeological evidence,
he established a 'tourist route' through that antiquity which many other travellers would follow. He was, in his own
words, "...in some ways the last visitor to the Turkish Empire in its previous form" before the progressive revolutions
of the Eastern Question gradually weakened Ottoman control. As always, Chateaubriand enriches his narrative with
extensive quotations and vivid moral and philosophical perceptions, to create a colourful and resonant self-portrait of
the intelligent wealthy European traveller, in touch with the ancient world through Christian and Classical writers, and
dismayed by the present but stimulated and inspired by the past. His account of Jerusalem is fascinating, and he was
one of the last travellers to visit the Church of the Holy Sepulchre before the damaging ﬁre of 1808. This new, modern
translation conveys the verve and ﬂow of his narrative while, for the ﬁrst time, identifying within the text all the
quotations and sources of Chateaubriand references. Despite the estimation of Cardinal de Bausset, formerly Bishop of
Alais, that Chateaubriand was "...the ﬁrst and only traveller who has no need of etchings and drawings to bring places
and monuments which recall beautiful memories and grand images before his readers' eyes" this new edition also
collates a selection of engravings and lithographs from nineteenth-century travelogues by celebrated artists such as
Edward Dodwell Esq, F.S.A, Thomas Allom Esq, William Henry Bartlett, David Roberts R.A. and Louis Haghe. This and
other texts available from Poetry in Translation (www.poetryintranslation.com). Jerusalem Rising The City of Peace
Reawakens Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Documented Proof of the Prophetic Promises of God Revealed Thousands of
years ago, the prophet Zechariah foretold that the once-revered city of Jerusalem would again shake oﬀ its dust and be
revived in peace and security. He predicted it would not only become a center of thriving life and seat of international
inﬂuence but also the place where God himself will return to dwell. This stunning new photo-comparison book and
follow-up to Israel Rising documents the long-awaited and ongoing restoration of a city "set in the center of the
nations" (Ezekiel 5:5). From its famed walls and gates to the beloved Old City and the new city rising up around it, view
some of the oldest photos of Jerusalem ever taken (starting in the 1840s) and see them re-created from the same
perspective today―some for the ﬁrst time ever. Author Doug Hershey and adventure-travel photographer Edden Ram
gained exclusive access to storied vantage points to reshoot the exact angles of these stunning and seldom-seen
historical photos. The result is an awe-inspiring and groundbreaking collection that will captivate hearts and reveal the
accuracy of the prophet's words. The book also features fascinating insights into Jerusalem's ﬁrst photographers and
ﬁrsthand accounts from pilgrims, locals, and would-be conquerors that capture the longing and desire for this
treasured city, spanning almost 2,000 years. Indeed, the reawakening of the City of Peace is at hand. The Innocents
Abroad How to Understand Israel in 60 Days or Less Drawn & Quarterly Sarah Glidden is a progressive Jewish American
twentysomething who is both vocal about and critical of Israeli politics in the Holy Land. When a debate with her
mother prods her to sign up for a Birthright Israel tour, Glidden expects to ﬁnd objective facts to support her strong
opinions. During her two weeks in Israel, Glidden takes advantage of the opportunity to ask the people she meets
about the fraught and complex issue of the Israeli-Palestinian conﬂict, but their answers only lead her to question her
own take on the conﬂict. Simple linework and gorgeous watercolors spotlight Israel's countryside, urban landscapes,
and religious landmarks. With straightforward sincerity, lovingly observed anecdotes, and a generous dose of selfdeprecating humor, How to Understand Israel in 60 Days or Less is accessible while retaining Glidden's distinctive
perspective. Over the course of this touching memoir, Glidden comes to terms with the idea that there are no easy
answers to the world's problems, and that is okay. This debut book landed on several best-of-the-year lists, including
Entertainment Weekly's; earned a YALSA Great Graphic Novels for Teens distinction; and won an Ignatz Award. Her
second book, Rolling Blackouts, which documents her experience shadowing journalists in Turkey, Iraq, Lebanon, and
Syria, will also come out this fall from Drawn & Quarterly. Lonely Planet Middle East Lonely Planet Lonely Planet: The
world’s number one travel guide publisher* Lonely Planet’s Middle East is your passport to the most relevant, up-todate advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Wonder at the mighty Pyramids of Giza,
the last surviving ancient wonder; watch the sun set over the honeycombed magic of Petra; and explore tree-lined
boulevards and exquisite blue-tiled mosques in Esfahan, Iran. All with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart
of Middle East and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet’s Middle East: Colour maps and images throughout
Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and
money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your ﬁngertips - hours of
operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing,
going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights provide a richer, more rewarding travel
experience - covering history, people, music, landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, politics Covers Egypt, Iraq, Israel, the
Palestinian Territories, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Turkey eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and
smartphones) Downloadable PDF and oﬄine maps prevent roaming and data charges Eﬀortlessly navigate and jump
between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly ﬂip between pages
Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a ﬂash Embedded links to recommendations'
websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet’s Middle
East is our most comprehensive guide to the region, and is designed to immerse you in the culture and help you
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discover the best sights and get oﬀ the beaten track. Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet’s
Egypt, Turkey, Iran, Jordan and Israel & the Palestinian Territories guides for a comprehensive look at all these
countries have to oﬀer. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the world’s number
one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since
1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global
community of travellers. You’ll also ﬁnd our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international
magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. ‘Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.’ –
New York Times ‘Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones.
It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.’ – Fairfax
Media (Australia) *Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia, UK, USA, 5/2016-4/2017 Important Notice: The digital edition of
this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition. Three Stripes South The 1000km Trek That
Inspired the Love Her Wild Women's Adventure Movement Three Stripes South travel narrative - The story of Bex
Band's 1,000km trek along the Israel National Trail that inspired the Love Her Wild Women's Adventure Movement; an
inspirational and transformative adventure memoir. Vacation Goose Travel Guide Jerusalem, Israel Vacation Goose
Travel Guide Jerusalem Israel is an easy to use small pocket book ﬁlled with all you need for your stay in the big city.
Top 50 city attractions, top 50 city restaurants, top 50 hotels, and more than a dozen monthly weather statistics. This
travel guide is up to date with the latest developments of the city as of 2017. We hope you let this pocket book be part
of yet another fun Jerusalem adventure :)
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